Descriptive statement (May be biographical):

Brief statement of contents:

1 scrapbook (1936-1969) - This scrapbook for the most part is compiled by Dr. Catharine Macfarlane (There is an obituary notice of Dr. Macfarlane on the last page). Included are mainly newspaper clippings and other printed material covering such topics as her cancer research, honors and awards she received, and discrimination against women physicians. There are several articles by Dr. Macfarlane in this book both on the topics of cancer and discrimination.

Different invitations to events such as the presentation of her portrait to the college, anniversary showings of the "This is Your Life" film, and to her seventy-ninth birthday dinner are also found herein, along with copies of NEWSLETTER and VIEWPOINT, Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania publications. In addition, she included letters and booklets concerning a fund-raising campaign for the expansion of the College in the late 1950's.

Additional comments: overlaps materials in Acc. 129